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A B S T R A C T

Recent progress in nuclear thermal-hydraulics simulations has been largely focused on coupling with other
computational packages, improved closure models for subcooled boiling and for bubbly flows, and the devel-
opment of higher-fidelity simulation capabilities (Kulesza et al., 2016). While high-fidelity 3D simulation is
important for model validation, scientific understanding, and some design calculations, it can be prohibitively
expensive for system design applications or applications involving large geometries. Thus, there is also a need for
practical, simplified approaches for those applications. The two-fluid model strikes a balance between detail and
computational resources, but requires the accurate specification of several key constitutive models. These in-
clude (1) interfacial forces, (2) interfacial area concentration, (3) two-phase turbulence, and (4) wall and bulk
boiling and condensation. In many modern CFD packages, uncertainties in the local interfacial area con-
centration can have strong effects on the ability to predict the other key parameters. This paper demonstrates
that the drag force in 3D CFD can be formulated in much the same way as in 1D system analysis codes and that
this approach can be used to formulate a model for interfacial area concentration. The method is also applied to
two-group approaches to consider the difference in transport properties for different bubble size classes. This
approach may open a method to calculate the interfacial forces without the need for interfacial area transport
equations. This reduces the number of differential equations and avoids the modeling challenges associated with
bubble breakup and coalescence kernels and the need to specify the inlet interfacial area concentration a priori.
The new method is expected to decouple the effects of interfacial area uncertainty and calibrated coefficients,
and should provide reasonable local bubble diameters for both group-1 and group-2 bubbles. The approaches
proposed in this study are applicable to two-phase flow simulations in rather simple geometries such as upward
two-phase flow in vertical channels. In view of many applications for upward two-phase flow in vertical
channels, including nuclear reactor systems, the proposed methods are considered useful.

1. Introduction

In 2010 the Consortium for Advanced Simulation of Light Water
Reactors (CASL) was established to provide advanced modeling and
simulation capability for commercial nuclear reactors (Kulesza et al.,
2016). The consortium is developing “coupled, higher-fidelity, usable
modeling and simulation capabilities” to improve the prediction of light
water reactor operation and safety performance-defining phenomena
(Kulesza et al., 2016). The consortium has identified 10 major “Chal-
lenge Problems” which impact power uprate, higher burnup, life exten-
sion and safety. They are categorized into two major groups. The first
group is “Operational Challenge Problem” such as power shift, CRUD-

induced localization corrosion, grid-to-rod fretting failure, pellet-clad
interaction, and fuel assembly distortion. The second group is “Safety
Challenge Problems” including departure from nucleate boiling, cladding
integrity during loss of coolant accidents, cladding integrity during
reactivity insertion accidents, reactor vessel integrity, and reactor in-
ternals integrity (Kulesza et al., 2016). CASL has identified six focus
areas to accomplish their goal, namely (1) advanced modeling appli-
cations, (2) physics integration, (3) radiation transport methods, (4)
materials performance and optimization, (5) validation and uncertainty
quantification, and (6) thermal-hydraulics methods (Kulesza et al.,
2016). Among these, the role of thermal-hydraulic methods is sig-
nificant. Turinsky and Kothe (2016) pointed out “CFD R&D has focused
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on improvement in closure models for subcooled boiling and bubbly flow,
and the formulation of robust numerical solution algorithms”.

High fidelity 3D (Three-Dimensional) CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) simulation is important to simulate various thermal-hy-
draulic two-phase flow phenomena in nuclear related components,
however there are limitations in high-fidelity approaches to two-phase
flows. High fidelity numerical approaches for multiphase flows gen-
erally involve some form of interface tracking method. These methods
are currently limited by computer technology to simulations involving
about 100 bubbles. It is estimated that such approaches will be able to
predict flows with up to 1% void fraction in 50 years, given the current
rate of advancement in computer technology. By comparison the void
fraction in a typical PWR is up to 1% during normal operating condi-
tions (Westinghouse, 2011) and the void fraction in Boiling Water Re-
actors (BWRs) or steam generators can be 70% or higher.

Given the impracticality and high cost of such prediction methods
for most industrial applications, a more reasonable approach is neces-
sary for a wide range of engineering design calculations. Among the
available two-phase flow analysis techniques, the two-fluid model has
been well-developed and is one of most practical two-phase flow
models (Ishii and Hibiki, 2010). The two-fluid model is composed of a
set of mass, momentum and energy transport equations for each phase.
Due to the complex nature of two-phase flow, two-phase flow CFD has
not been well-validated. To develop practical high-fidelity two-phase
flow CFD using the Reynolds averaging and the two-fluid model, sev-
eral key constitutive models should be accurately provided. They are
(1) interfacial forces, (2) interfacial area concentration, (3) two-phase
flow turbulence, and (4) wall and bulk boiling and condensation. These
areas are illustrated in Fig. 1 (Chuang and Hibiki, 2015).

The interfacial forces are key to simulating three-dimensional phase
distributions accurately. Chuang and Hibiki (2017) provided compre-
hensive review on the available interfacial forces for two-phase flow
CFD. The interfacial area concentration provides an important length
scale to characterize two-phase flow and is closely related to the in-
terfacial transfer terms. Lin and Hibiki (2014) provided an extensive
review on the available interfacial area data to benchmark interfacial
area constitutive models, and Chuang and Hibiki (2015) provided a
state-of-the-art review of two-phase flow CFD using the interfacial area
transport equation. Vaidheeswaran and Hibiki (2017) provided an ex-
tensive review on the available bubble-induced turbulence models for
vertical bubbly flow, but the progress of the two-phase flow turbulence
modeling is limited due to insufficient experimental data. Hibiki and
Ishii (2003) and Brooks and Hibiki (2015) developed constitutive
models for active nucleation site density, bubble departure frequency

and bubble departure diameter, which enhance the prediction accuracy
of wall nucleation source terms.

As discussed above, accurate modeling of the interfacial forces is
indispensable for successful three-dimensional two-phase flow simula-
tion. One of the most important interfacial forces is the drag force. The
interfacial drag force determines the relative velocity between the
phases and plays a large role in determining the phase volume fractions
(Ishii and Zuber, 1979). It is commonly formulated in terms of local
interfacial area concentration. Therefore, prediction uncertainty for
local interfacial area concentration directly affects the accuracy of the
drag force and phase volume fractions. In current three-dimensional
two-phase flow simulation, the interfacial area transport equation cal-
culates the dynamic change of local interfacial area concentration, in-
cluding the effect of bubble coalescence and breakup. The prediction of
local interfacial area concentration in the simulation may be reasonable
if the correct inlet interfacial area concentration is given (Lee et al.,
2013; Sharma et al., 2017). In other words, the prediction accuracy of
local interfacial area concentration is heavily dependent on the inlet
boundary value provided by the user, not only the accuracy of the
constitutive models. To implement a robust drag force formulation in
one-dimensional thermal-hydraulics system analysis codes, Andersen
and Chu (1981) formulated the one-dimensional drag force using drift-
flux correlations to eliminate the dependence of the one-dimensional
drag force on the interfacial area concentration.

This study demonstrates that the Andersen and Chu (1981) ap-
proach developed for one-dimensional two-phase flow simulation can
be applied to three-dimensional two-phase flow simulation. This study
also shows local interfacial area concentration consistent with the local
drag formulation. The local interfacial area concentration may be used
in calculating other non-drag forces. This approach may open up a way
to calculate the interfacial forces without local interfacial area transport
equation, which has not been well-modeled.

2. Two-group two-fluid model and generalized interfacial drag
force formulation

Bubble transport characteristics are dependent on bubble size. For
example, lift force pushes small bubbles to the wall of the channel and
large bubbles towards the channel center, respectively, resulting in wall
and core peaking in void fraction distribution (Hibiki and Ishii, 2007).
In order to perform spatially resolved two-phase flow simulation, a
conventional two-fluid model with a single bubble size obtained by
averaging all bubble sizes may not be sufficient. Multiple Size Group
(MuSiG) models (Lo, 1996; Frank et al., 2005; Liao et al., 2011) and

Fig. 1. Key constitutive models and local data for 3D two-phase CFD
(Chuang and Hibiki, 2015).
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